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Keep on Truckin’ – Mobile
Apps Moving on Down the
Road
Friday, Oct 30, 2015

Keep on Truckin’ – Mobile Apps Moving on Down the Road
by Neal Leavitt
Cause we got a little convoy
Rockin' through the night.
Yeah, we got a little convoy,
Ain't she a beautiful sight?
Come on and join our convoy
Ain't nothin' gonna get in our way.
We gonna roll this truckin' convoy
'Cross the U-S-A.
Convoy!
-C.W. McCall, ‘Convoy,’ 1978

Over the past couple of years,
according to Fleet Owner, truckers
have tapped in to an array of
mobile business applications that
are helping to strengthen a fleet’s
competitive advantage and assist
with regulatory compliance.
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If you were an independent trucker way back then, you probably used your CB (Citizens Band) radio to
communicate, and relied primarily on freight brokers and dispatchers to find loads, with brokers taking a cut ranging
from 10-30%.

Tractor cabs that look like airplane
cockpits. Cow heat detection
devices. Crop-monitoring drones.
Robot milking machines. Sensors
that continuously measure
everything from nitrogen content
to livestock biometrics.

And while truck stop bulletin boards are still used as well to find shipments, 21st Century technology is helping to
reinvent the trucking industry, which, according to the American Trucking Association, generated $700.4 billion in
revenue last year. The association also estimates there are 3.4 million drivers; 350,000 of whom are independent
owner-operators.

Mobile Ad Revenues
Steadily Increasing but
Challenges Abound

Over the past couple of years, according to Fleet Owner, truckers have tapped in to an array of mobile business
applications that are helping to strengthen a fleet’s competitive advantage and assist with regulatory compliance.
They include weigh station bypass, proof-of-delivery, routing, automated hours-of-service logging, vehicle inspection
solutions and dispatch applications. And using data collected from mobile devices connected to the truck, fleets are
becoming more competitive by reducing fuel use and detecting and correcting vehicle-operating problems.
Paperwork is also being greatly reduced. Joab Schultheis, director of IT development for Atlas Van Lines, said “if
you have a large shipment, you could be dealing with 25-30 pages of handwritten inventory.” He added that mobile
apps allow drivers to digitally log inventory and cargo which helps reduce errors due to improperly logging paper
documents.
What’s now cropping up are a bevy of startups offering mobile apps designed to make trucking more efficient.
These apps are especially proving useful for independent owner-operators, who heavily rely on brokers to match
them with freight.
One innovative app is Carrier Dashboard 4.1 from Total Quality Logistics (TQL). It claims to be the first mobile app in
in the trucking industry providing speak-and-search technology. According to Kerry Byrne, TQL’s president, the app
uses a form of artificial intelligence to improve performance; it can also recognize regional accents and filters out
most ambient noise.
“The app allows drivers to search for loads with voice commands; the faster carriers can find loads, the easier it is
for them to satisfy customers’ delivery requirements,” said Byrne. He added that when it’s time to go home, drivers
ask the app to ‘Take Me Home’ and it will find them a load heading back to their hometown.

Monday, Aug 31, 2015
Advertisers have been salivating
for years at the promise of mobile
advertising. Gartner, for instance,
predicts that by 2017, annual
mobile advertising revenues will
be almost $42 billion. Display
formats making up most of that
chunk, but video (driven by tablets
and growth in tablet ownership)
will show the highest growth.
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Another popular mobile app is Keychain from Keychain Logistics, which uses geolocation information and data on
truckers’ schedules and most commonly traveled routes, to match carriers with loads. The company’s founder, Bryan
Beshore, believes that brokerages are passé; to wit - more than 20,000 drivers have downloaded the company’s
app.
“If you can create an exchange that serves both parties better, you will find supply and you can find demand,” he
said.
Lastly, Cargomatic, established in 2013, connects companies that need to ship items with truckers heading their
way. The Los Angeles-based company’s CEO, Jonathan Kessler, has adopted Uber and Airbnb’s ‘sharing economy’
business model and applied it to local trucking.
“Trucks are fuller more of the time and are taking shorter routes to pick up shipments,” said Kessler.
The net result is that truckers’ smartphones have become an invaluable tool that is increasing efficiencies,
economies of scale, and added yet another layer of digital dust to those CB radios.
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